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Abstract
Background: The term “hysteria” is now recognized to refer to non-organic and functional disorders. Jean-Martin Charcot once attempted to
identify the lesions responsible for hysteria as an organic disorder in his later years, but his effort failed. He classi�ed hysteria as usual
and grand. Grand hysteria was also called hystero-epilepsy, which became obsolete after Charcot’s death and has been an enigma in
modern neurology. After anti-NMDA receptor (NMDAR) encephalitis was established in the twenty-�rst century, a paradigm shift emerged in
the interpretation of acute onset of neuropsychiatric symptoms. Patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis demonstrate a characteristic
multistage progression and stereotypical movements, including opisthotonic posture, which are analogous to the staging progressions and ‘
arc de cercle’ observed in Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy. 

Methods: To elucidate the full picture of Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy, we reviewed the patients presented in “the Tuesday Lessons”.

Results: Eleven patients were shown to have hystero-epilepsy by Charcot himself. Of the 11 patients, 4 patients had acute-onset
neuropsychiatric symptoms, and 2 patients had a condition that resembled anti-NMDAR encephalitis. Although the clinical courses were
similar to those of anti-NMDAR encephalitis, we could not make conclusive diagnoses of anti-NMDAR encephalitis without examinations
due to the lack of evidence of teratomas. One patient with alcohol withdrawal syndrome and one patient with chronic pain and morphine
withdrawal syndrome were also classi�ed as having hystero-epilepsy by Charcot. The other patients, who manifested chronic courses or
varying hypnosis-induced neurological symptoms, could be diagnosed with conversion and dissociative disorders today.

Conclusions: Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy has been suspected of being a syndrome encompassing conversion and dissociative disorders, drug
withdrawal syndrome, and anti-NMDAR encephalitis-like manifestations. Charcot’s observations combined with the current progress in
molecular biology suggest that a common dysfunctional basis exists, such as glutamate/NMDAR system dysfunction, among these
conditions.

Background
The term hysteria has been recognized as a synonym for functional neurological disorders including conversion and dissociative disorders.
However, in the nineteenth century, there was no clear discrimination between functional and organic disorders. Jean-Martin Charcot, a
preeminent neuroanatomist, anticipated focal brain lesions of hysteria, but his efforts have not yet been archived [1]. The consensus of
hysteria as a nonanatomical disorder was widely accepted soon after Charcot’s death in the early twentieth century [2, 3]. Charcot classi�ed
hysteria into two subtypes: usual hysteria and grand hysteria [4]. The usual hysteria included various manifestations, such as tunnel vision,
hemiaesthesia, rhythmic chorea, mutism and paralysis [5], or was inducible by hypnosis [1]. This type of hysteria corresponds to conversion
and dissociative disorders, which have been investigated and have shown distinctive brain activation patterns associated with functional
de�cits in recent functional imaging studies [6]. The latter type, grand hysteria, was also called hystero-epilepsy, which characterized a
combination of various psychiatric and bizarre neurologic manifestations and became an enigma of modern neurology because it was not
recognized after Charcot’s death until the present day [7]. Hystero-epilepsy was made famous in the painting Une Leçons Clinique à la
Salpêtrière, by André Brouillet. Charcot was drawn as supporting the lady Blanche on hypnosis [8]. Another monument of hystero-epilepsy is
Iconographie Photographique de la Salpêtrière [9]. André Breton and Louis Aragon quoted photographs of a girl, Augustine, with hystero-
epilepsy from the photograph series and stated on behalf of surrealism that hysteria was the greatest poetic discovery [10]. With the
in�uences of these great works of art, the current historical view has an archetype image for patients with Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy as
those seeking fame and has called them ‘medical muses’ [11] or an ‘hysterical circus’ [7].

Charcot’s pupil Paul Richer sketched many hystero-epilepsy patients with grimaces, oro-lingual-facial movements and arc de cercle, the
opisthotonus position in his illustrated book (Fig. 1) [4]. After the discovery of anti-NMDA receptor (NMDAR) encephalitis [12], neurologists
identi�ed attacks of oro-lingual-facial dyskinesias and opisthotonic postures similar to those shown in Fig. 1 in anti-NMDAR encephalitis
patients. Anti-NMDAR encephalitis is one of the most common types of autoimmune encephalitis that presents as a wide variety of
movement disorders [13]. The phenomenological analysis of movement disorders of anti-NMDAR encephalitis patients revealed that the
coexistence of chorea, dystonia, and stereotypies affecting the face and the entire body uniquely existed among anti-NMDAR encephalitis
and was rare in other neurological conditions [14]. A systematic analysis of the psychopathology of anti-NMDAR encephalitis revealed
combinations of various psychotic and mood features that were characteristic among those patients [15]. Typical anti-NMDAR encephalitis
progresses through �ve phases, which last from days to months, namely, the prodromal, psychotic, unresponsive, hypoventilatory and
hyperkinetic phases, which are followed by gradual recovery [16]. Charcot introduced �ve characteristic phases (prodrome, mimicked
epilepsy, grand movement, passionate poses, and delirium periods) and abnormal stereotypical movements including arc de cercle as
diagnostic signs for hystero-epilepsy [4, 17]. There is a curious analogy between typical Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy and anti-NMDAR
encephalitis in their clinical manifestations.
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We previously reported that a small number of patients with symptoms similar to those of anti-NMDAR encephalitis were among the
American patients treated with ovariotomy for hysteria and hystero-epilepsy in the nineteenth century [18]. In that paper, we also indicated
that the de�nition of ‘hystero-epilepsy’ was globally confusing during the late nineteenth century until its disappearance. To elucidate the
clinical picture of hystero-epilepsy in the nineteenth century, we analysed the Tuesday Lessons of Charcot.

Methods
The �rst edition of the Tuesday Lessons recorded by Charcot’s pupils [19], not including the appendix, presented a cumulative total of 190
patients, including 63 patients with hysteria (Table 1). There were slightly more female than male patients. Isolated hysteria tended to be
diagnosed more in women, and hysteria with neurosis was diagnosed only in men. Of 63 hysteria patients, 11 were diagnosed with hystero-
epilepsy, grand hysteria or grand attack of hysteria due to present or past history by Charcot himself, with detailed descriptions.

Table 1
Hysteria patients in the Tuesday Lessons.

  women (n) men (n) sum (n)

Total hysteria patients 35 28 63

Isolated hysteria without any other complication 20 8 28

Post-traumatic hysteria 7 9 16

Hysteria as complications of other diseases 8 4 12

Hysteria with neurosis 0 7 7

Hystero-epilepsy 7 4 11

Results
A summary of the clinical manifestations of the 11 hystero-epilepsy patients is shown in Table 2. Among them, 7 were women, and 4 were
men, with ages ranging from 14 to 53 years. Six patients had isolated hystero-epilepsy, 2 patients had hypnosis-induced hystero-epilepsy, 2
patients were alcohol or morphine abusers with withdrawal syndromes, and the remaining 1 patient had a past history of hystero-epilepsy.
Acute onset was stated in 4 patients. Of all the patients, 6 had inducibility or suppressibility by hypnosis or compression of the hysterogenic
zone (Patients 2, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10). Charcot introduced �ve characteristic phases and abnormal stereotypical movements, especially arc de
cercle, as diagnostic for hystero-epilepsy, as well as reactivity to simulation. The diagnosis of hystero-epilepsy was not based on the cause
but on clinical manifestations, which involved a combination of hallucinations, neurological de�cits, seizures and hyperkinetic signs.
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Table 2
Summary of the hystero-epilepsy patients in the Tuesday Lessons.

Pt
No.

Lecture
date

Patient Diagnosis Onset Symptoms Speci�ed
reason for
hystero-
epilepsy
diagnosis

Duration
of each
phase

Speci�ed
negative
hysterical sign

1 Jan 17,
1888

22 y.o.
woman

hysteria,
grand attack

acute onset on Dec.
24th, 1887

bilateral
incomplete
hands palsy,
hemiaesthesia,
attacks of
movement and
crying,
hallucination of
angry men and
women

existence of
phases

not
mentioned

tunnel vision

2 Feb 7,
1888

juvenile
woman

hystero-
epilepsy

5–6 months before contracture,
tonic-clonic
seizure, arc de
cercle
movements,
hallucination

existence of
phases,
inducible by
compression of
the
hysterogenic
zone

varying
within
several
seconds
or minutes
during the
lecture

 

3 Feb 21,
1888

14 y.o.
boy

grand
hysteria with
attack of the
third phase

after measles
infection, acute
onset on Jan. 15th,
1888

suffocation
attack, arc de
cercle
movement and
hallucination
and memory
de�cit

existence of
phases

1 month hemiaesthesia,
tunnel vision,
hysterogenic
zone

4 Mar
27,
1888

35 y.o.
man

agoraphobia
and past
history of
hystero-
epilepsy
attack
8 years ago

acute daily seizure
attacks lasting
2–3 hours, a
maximum of 7
attacks/day

acute onset,
severe
movement
attack,
existence of a
prodrome, and
complete
recovery

not
applicable

phase
progression

5 May 1,
1888

woman hypnosis-
induced
hystero-
epilepsy,
grand
hypnotism

induction by
hypnosis

somnambulism,
hemiplegia

existence of
phases,
inducible by
hypnosis

minutes  

6 June
26,
1888

27y.o.
woman

hystero-
epilepsy

chronic, �rst
occurring at 16–
17 years old

epilepsy and
pseudoseizure
attacks,
maximum 100
attacks/day

suppressibility
by ovarian
compression,
existence of
phases, seizure
attack without
fever

varying
within
several
minutes
during the
lecture

 

7 Nov
13,
1888

53 y.o.
woman

attacks of
hystero-
epilepsy

chronic, �rst
occurring at 18 y.o.

attacks of
stereotypical
abnormal
movements and
hypersomnia

existence of
phases
including
hallucination
and confusion

several
months

 

8 Nov
20,
1888

27 y.o.
man

infantile
paralysis,
alcoholic
paraplegia,
and hystero-
epilepsy

chronic paraplegia,
subacute attacks of
the others

paraplegia,
amnesia,
conscious
disturbance,
delirium,
epilepsy, arc de
cercle
movement

existence of
phases and
inducible by
compression of
the
hysterogenic
zone

2–3 hours  
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Pt
No.

Lecture
date

Patient Diagnosis Onset Symptoms Speci�ed
reason for
hystero-
epilepsy
diagnosis

Duration
of each
phase

Speci�ed
negative
hysterical sign

9 Jan 29,
1889

38 y.o.
woman

grand
hysteria
following
hypnosis by
commercial
animal
magnetism

induction by
hypnosis

aphonia,
communicate
only with
writing, tonic
attack

existence of
phases

several
minutes

l'arc de cercle

10 Feb 5,
1889

16 y.o.
girl

hystero-
epileptic
attacks and
hysteric
hypersomnia
following
acute-onset
vomiting
and anorexia

subacute, 3 months
before the lecture

febrile up to
37.5 °C,
hypersomnia,
trismus,
repetitive
stereotype
abnormal
movements

existence of
phases
including grand
movement and
passionate
pose phases,
hemiaesthesia,
constriction of
visual �elds,
and
hypersensitivity
to ovarian
compression

several
days to
months
long

 

11 Mar
19,
1889

23 or
24-y.o.
man

epilepsy,
grand
hysteria,
morphine
abuse

after typhoid fever,
hemihyperesthaesia
and pain appeared
and morphine use
began

epilepsy and
hallucinations

existence of
phases

varying
within
several
minutes
during the
lecture

 

Patient 8 was diagnosed with alcoholism and withdrawal, and Patient 11 was diagnosed with chronic pain and morphine withdrawal as well
as hystero-epilepsy by Charcot. Patients 2, 5, 6, 7 and 9 had chronic courses. Eventually, 4 patients had an acute-onset combination of
multiple neuropsychiatric manifestations without drug use, and 2 patients had phase progression that lasted a month over for grand
movement phase, raising the suspicion of the clinical manifestations of anti-NMDAR encephalitis (Table 2, Patients 3 and 10). Patient 3 was
a 14-year-old boy who presented with acute-onset apnoea attacks, hallucination, memory de�cit, and movement abnormalities, including
opisthotonus posturing, over the course of a month following infection as well as problems with school life. Patient 10 was a 16-year-old girl
who presented with acute-onset vomiting and anorexia. After recovering her appetite, she developed slight fever and experienced repeated
hystero-epileptic attacks including opisthotonus posturing and hypersomnia alternately over 3 months. She had ovarian pain, constriction of
visual �elds, left-side aesthesia, and could be awakened by an ovarian compression procedure during a hypersomnia phase. There was no
evidence that these 2 patients had teratomas.

Discussion
In the Tuesday Lessons, two hystero-epilepsy patients exhibited clinical resemblance to anti-NMDAR encephalitis. However, due to the lack
of evidence of teratomas, we could not reliably retrospectively diagnose these patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis without cerebrospinal
�uid examinations, electroencephalograms, or serological studies, based on the current diagnostic criteria [20]. Moreover, Charcot himself
never considered the concept of encephalitis due to ovarian teratoma. He repeatedly opposed the ovarian resections performed as a
treatment for hystero-epilepsy conducted in contemporary America [19]. Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy has been suspected of being a syndrome
encompassing conversion and dissociative disorders, drug withdrawal syndrome, and anti-NMDAR encephalitis-like manifestations.

Opisthotonus posturing and phase progression were used as a basis for the diagnosis of hystero-epilepsy by Charcot’s department [1].
Charcot’s pupil Richer performed the most important work in the �eld by recording numerous cases with hystero-epilepsy [4]. In Richer’s
textbook of hystero-epilepsy, he observed the duration of each phase as lasting from seconds to minutes, which is similar to the duration of
epileptic attacks or migraine aura. In contrast, in Charcot’s Tuesday Lessons, the durations of the phases varied by as much as months,
which was completely different from Richer’s records. Even Charcot himself did not declare a common de�nition for hystero-epilepsy. In the
Friday Conference, the formal lectures, Charcot did not mention the phases, stereotypical movements and reactivity to hypnosis and only
emphasized that hystero-epilepsy should be distinguished from true epilepsy [21].
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Soon after Charcot’s death, his pupil Joseph Babinski proposed that hysteria was a reproducible psychogenic condition by suggestion [3].
Later neurologists suspected that the disappearance of hystero-epilepsy could be explained by the absence of suggestion after the greatest
hypnotist’s death or misdiagnosis [11, 22]. Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy has been largely ignored by later clinicians until today.

During the twentieth century, anti-NMDAR encephalitis had been called acquired reversible autistic syndrome [23], acute encephalopathy of
obscure origin [24], and paediatric dyskinetic encephalitis lethargica [25]. Paediatricians recognized a patient group with acute psychosis
and executive dysfunction with orofacial dyskinesia, opisthotonic posturing and good prognosis as having acute encephalopathy. Later, one
author of the reports wrote that the syndrome was identical to anti-NMDAR encephalitis [26]. Florence and Dalmau listed disorders generally
considered in the context of anti-NMDAR encephalitis and previous terms used for disorders likely representing anti-NMDAR encephalitis
including acute psychosis, schizophrenia, catatonia, infectious or postinfectious autoimmune encephalitis, drug abuse, acute juvenile
female nonherpetic encephalitis and demonic possession [27]. Charcot and Richer wrote Les démoniaques dans l’art, which introduced
analogies between medieval demonic possession cases and hystero-epilepsy [17]. We suggest that hystero-epilepsy can be added to the list
of the variations in the terms representing anti-NMDAR encephalitis through history.

The similarities between opisthotonus movements in anti-NMDAR encephalitis and the arc de cercle in hystero-epilepsy (Fig. 1) have been
indicated previously [28]. However, repetitive opisthotonus movements are not uniquely seen in anti-NMDAR encephalitis. Pen�eld and
Jasper reported alternate repetitions of opisthotonos movements and decerebrate rigidity in a patient with tuberculosis invasion of the
midbrain [29]. Repetitive opisthotonus movements with psychiatric changes have been reported in hypoglycaemic psychosis [30],
Hashimoto’s encephalitis [31], frontal lobe epilepsy [32] and nonepileptic psychogenic seizure [33]. Hystero-epilepsy in the nineteenth century
was a clinical phenotype of a heterogenous syndrome and probably included these conditions.

Lethal cases of hystero-epilepsy in the nineteenth century

Although some modern patients, especially paediatric patients, with anti-NMDAR encephalitis have a good prognosis without signs of
central hypoventilation, other patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis have a lethal course with respiratory failure [34]. Some discussion of
the condition’s mortality would have been necessarily conducted. In fact, Charcot discussed fatal cases of hystero-epilepsy in an annotation
of the Tuesday Lesson on 26 June 1888 [19] and in the Friday Conference [21]. Charcot wrote in his book that “this sad result is nearly
always owing to a peculiar kind of attack, the dyspnoeic seizure”, with temperature elevation, and quoted an autopsy case involving a 19-
year-old woman reported by Wunderlich. This woman had an acute-onset hysteriform convulsion for several days and was admitted to the
hospital, at which point opisthotonus posturing was presented. After eight weeks, the woman exhibited a sudden elevation in temperature
and cyanosis and then died. A post-mortem study demonstrated a slight thickening of the pia mater, and her ovaries contained numerous
cysts as large as peas. The clinical course of this patient did not con�ict with that of anti-NMDAR encephalitis in an era without respiratory
assistance or immunomodulating treatments. This case did not present any analogies to nonepileptic psychogenic seizure.

Clinical Relevance
Charcot’s concept of the stigmata of hysteria, such as tunnel vision and centre-dividing aesthesia, still has clinical value for diagnosing
functional neurologic disorders including conversion and dissociative disorders [1]. High reactivity to hypnosis is currently one of the
diagnostic signs of dissociative disorder. In fact, hypnosis-induced cases among hystero-epileptic patients had no great con�ict in
recognizing that they had conversion and dissociative disorders including nonepileptic psychogenic seizure However, modern clinicians
have reported cases of anti-NMDAR encephalitis mimicking non-epileptic psychogenic seizures [35] and dissociative disorder [36].
Similarities exist between the clinical presentations of some patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis and those of conversion and
dissociative disorders.

As a result of the prioritization of the characteristic clinical presentation, Charcot also classi�ed the delirium tremens in alcohol and
morphine withdrawal syndromes as hystero-epilepsy in the lectures. Modern observations and animal models have shown that chronic
alcohol or morphine exposure results in glutamate and NMDAR functional alterations, which are suggested to contribute to the withdrawal-
related central nervous system hyperexcitability [37, 38]. Moreover, NMDAR antagonists lead to stereotyped behaviour and psychiatric
symptoms that are strikingly similar to those seen in patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis [27]. The NMDAR antagonist ketamine is a
dissociative anaesthetic, characterized by catalepsy, amnesia, and marked analgesia without loss of consciousness or muscle relaxation in
patients [39]. Purposeless movements, an increase in muscle tone and resistance to passive motion have been observed since the beginning
of ketamine use [39]. These clinical presentations parallel the clinical signs of dissociative coma.

Furthermore, another disease, schizophrenia, has an ‘NMDA receptor hypofunction hypothesis’ [40]. Schizophrenia overlaps with both
dissociative disorder, due to their high co-occurrence [42], and anti-NMDAR encephalitis, with regard to the clinical phenotype [43]. Further
interpretation based on Charcot’s observations indicates that similar clinical presentations are exhibited among drug withdrawal syndrome,
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anti-NMDAR encephalitis and conversion and dissociative disorders, leading to the concept of a common molecular dysfunction. To revisit
Charcot’s challenge of seeking a neuroanatomical basis of hysteria, the function of the glutamate/NMDAR system should be investigated in
patients with conversion and dissociative disorders and hypnosis phenomena. It should be determined whether patients with anti-NMDAR
encephalitis and drug withdrawal syndrome have dissociative symptoms and high reactivity to hypnosis, especially for the treatment of drug
abuse in withdrawal patients.

Conclusion
Charcot’s hystero-epilepsy has been suspected of being a syndrome that includes conversion and dissociative disorders, drug withdrawal
syndrome, and anti-NMDAR encephalitis-like manifestations. There are limitations of this study. First, we could not retrospectively diagnose
anti-NMDAR encephalitis in Charcot’s patients because of the lack of evidence of teratoma. Serological, electrophysiological and imaging
studies are necessary to ful�l the present diagnostic criteria to avoid overdiagnosis and the misdiagnosis of other conditions. Presentations
with partial resemblances could be found in other neurological diseases, including other encephalitis, hypoglycaemic psychosis, focal
epilepsy, and migraine aura. Second, Charcot himself opposed ovarian resections as a treatment for hystero-epilepsy due to ethical concerns
regarding opposition to eugenics. Further investigations are required to elucidate Charcot’s unaccomplished challenge of characterizing
hysteria.

Abbreviations
NMDAR, N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor
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Figure 1

Richer’s sketchs of patients with hystero-epilepsy, reproduced with permission from the National library of France. Source
gallica.bnf.fr/National Library of France. A: Characteristic presentation of the ‘mimicked epilepsy phase’ in hystero-epilepsy, which is very
similar to orofacial dyskinesia in anti-NMDAR encephalitis patients. B and C: ‘L’arc de cercle’ posture in the ‘grand movement phase’ of
hystero-epilepsy. The phenomenon was called stigmata in hystero-epilepsy and had such high diagnostic value that displaying this
behaviour led to a diagnosis of hysteria without further evaluations in Charcot’s department [1].


